
Appendix 4. Collaborative dynamics and outcomes 

 

 

Table A4.1. Evidence supporting and not supporting three collaborative dynamics 

(principled engagement, shared motivation, and joint capacity), and the factors theorized 

to support each dynamic. The quotes were selected from interview transcripts to qualitatively 

represent the range of perspectives reported by interviewees and are not intended to be a 

quantitative analysis of which perspectives were dominant. The quotes provided here were 

analyzed in context of the full interview and lead author’s observations of the Collaborative. Our 

analysis showed that the perspectives that did not support these dynamics were primarily due to 

ineffective engagement with the Grassroots Advisory and the eventual derailment of the broader 

USFS process. 

 

Collaborative 

Dynamic and 

Factors 

connected to 

that Dynamic 

Quotes supporting that the dynamic 

was met 

Quotes not supporting that the 

dynamic was met 

Principled Engagement 

Overall 

Principled 

Engagement 

The point of the Collaborative is to not to 

be in agreement all of the time, but to 

work towards that…just talking through 

it, listening to peoples' perspectives on it, 

making compromises if you will…It's a 

long process of talking it through and 

giving some concessions here and there. 

I don't really have a preset agenda of what 

I'd like to see other than to have good 

local ideas and discussions put forward. I 

have my own personal opinion, but it's 

more important to see that it's something 

that's supported by everyone that we can 

actually come to some agreement on what 

our vision is for the region. 

I also believe that there is a few people 

inside the collaborative that are open and 

to looking at making changes and 

realizing that the existing plans are not 

working in and they want to see some 

changes that will come about. 

My only conflict was when people were 

very hard lined and only wanted one 

thing…We came up against that in almost 

every meeting. It was people on the 

periphery, however those folks were 

typically the loudest and spoke the most 

often. So, it was definitely a driving force 

in a lot of the meetings. 

I feel like as a whole, that there were 

many in the collaborative that had 

preconceived notions about what they 

believe and also what they want out of a 

new forest plan.  

. 

Balanced 

Representation 
I think we had a lot of the right people in 

the room, people who have spent a lot of 

time working and thinking on these 

issues, and a lot of different types of 

That's a legitimate criticism [that the 

group is not diverse], if you want to use it 

as a criticism…We've never had 

participation from mining. We've had 



experience.  

I don't feel that criticism [that the group is 

not diverse] is legitimate. And I think that 

the collaborative and the structure to 

begin with was as broad reaching and 

sensitive to that as we could be. 

I think it diverse. I think it is perceived to 

be still somewhat dominated by 

conservation groups, which is a tough 

thing, because it's like yes, we have more 

time to work on it, so if you go around the 

room it's like, "Who wants to be the lead 

on this?" And no one is stepping up, that 

might be something I would volunteer for.  

I think it was diverse enough. I think 

people had plenty of opportunity to be on 

the collaborative, and some chose not 

to… We had logging interest, we had 

motorized interests, and we had grazing 

interests. What happened is, over time, 

nothing was happening, so the grazing 

interest was wasting their time 

participating, so they went and used their 

time better. So at the end, the 

collaborative looks totally skewed. 

There's a couple of things that play into 

that. One is I'm paid full time to be there. 

The individual grazers don't have that 

luxury… And maybe even more 

importantly is there is a belief, a 

perception that we weren't conservative 

enough, and I would argue that we were 

conservative enough, but we were made 

to look liberal and dismissed because of 

that. 

They lied. They misrepresented us. They 

could have joined us. They could have 

been a part of us. They were invited. The 

Collaborative conducted 17 meetings. 

Unless we personally call and visit 

everyone, we're never going to be able to 

say that we included everyone. And I 

think that's just an unfair argument. I 

think that we were representative. They 

made us look bad. And ultimately, they 

won.  

very little participation from ranchers. 

There's been a few but they're seem to be 

the ones who are usually participating in 

these things. We didn't have the timber 

management perspective on things.  

Absolutely [the Collaborative struggled to 

have diverse representation]. I think in the 

very beginning they tried and they were 

successful at getting some members with 

different viewpoints on the committee. 

But I feel that those folks that were on the 

committee, for whatever reasons, didn't 

feel that either their voices weren't being 

heard or that the Collaborative was the 

right avenue for them or that the 

Collaborative was going in the right 

direction. That's why I feel that the 

Lemhi-Custer Grassroots group ended up 

forming. 

Everybody went, put it on the board and 

said, "Hey, I want to serve in this and 

serve on that." And then we formed all of 

the committees and they sat down and 

determined if you will, where they were 

from. Well, I sat and looked and I said, "It 

is heavily skewed in the favor of 

environmental groups." 

When I was told I would not be allowed 

to vote, but they wanted ... there was 

nobody representing this issue that was as 

chink in the armor as far as representing a 

full collaborative.  

One thing that I didn't really like seeing 

was, outside interest groups from outside 

of the counties, being involved…And I 

guess I wouldn't have minded so much if 

some of the outside interests would have 

originated from within the planning area, 

just to keep things a little bit closer to 

home. 

The larger community was never 

engaged, and will never be engaged…The 

working family with two kids in hockey, 

just trying to make ends meet, they're 

never going to be engaged. 

 



Face-to-face 

dialogue 
On one of the tours we had one contingent 

that came and they were dead set on. No. 

Period. And we got talking about some 

things and kicking stuff around. And at 

the end, the spokesman for the group said, 

"Well I still don't like this, but if you were 

to do this, this could work." And we all 

just about fell over.  

It helped me to understand the issues 

better, how to best manage land that 

balances some of those uses…through 

just spending the time, getting to know 

people, listening to them. Basic things, 

but mostly the time. It's meeting after 

meeting, year after year, before you build 

that up.  

I've seen some instances where people 

that have been very outspoken, but then 

out on the ground and where it's more 

one-on-one and you're not writing emails, 

that when somebody has challenged some 

of these attitudes and said, "Now wait a 

minute. What do you mean by that?" All 

of a sudden they have backed off and 

went, "Oh, well, yeah, I can see that."  

The field trips worked. They were really 

getting work done on the ground. Those 

recreation guys were taking care of 

business. And these were guys with dirt 

bikes, and mountain bikes, and horses and 

feet and they were working together. So 

they had relationships for sure. That was a 

success. 

We should have had a meeting every 

single month. Every single month, we 

should have had an opportunity to get 

together face-to-face…But without 

meeting face-to-face, we don't have the 

ability to build the trust that's necessary to 

get this hard work done. Then when we 

do meet, we don't get another meeting on 

the books…But I think that's one place 

where we've had a fatal flaw. 

A lot of my ability to participate was 

virtual…If I would have gone to 10 in 

person meetings as opposed to two or 

three, I probably would have maybe built 

some stronger relationships. But because 

of the way I interacted it was a little bit 

more removed from that ability to 

personally connect with one another. 

Because so much is lost, if you're not just 

in person. 

 

Interim 

Decision-

making 

People were given time to speak and hear 

different voices. I think primarily in the 

meetings, and then we also had some sub-

group meetings. Through those, we are 

able to dive into the weeds and really hear 

people's perspective and things. So yeah, I 

think there's good opportunity working 

within the collaborative to do that.  

We would have some smaller 

disagreements that we worked through. 

Some people might have one view and 

others a different view. 

Forest Plan Revision is a high stakes 

endeavor and while everybody 

acknowledges an opportunity and a need, 

it's also a pressure cooker for a 

collaborative…There's a timeline on it, so 

you're trying to work on those timelines 

and get recommendations in versus these 

more grassroots projects where they're 

seeing the actual outcomes on the ground 

of that work, and that's much more 

rewarding than this thing that's a little 

more nebulous but also in a pressure 

cooker. 



 

Shared Motivation 

Overall Shared 

Motivation 
I was able to just relate a little bit more, 

knowing that a lot of the reasons why that 

group is going out into the landscape, is 

the same reasons I am going out into the 

landscape. We are looking to connect, in a 

similar way, just through different means. 

And so that was kind of eyeopening, and 

helped me relate with those people better. 

A sense of mutual interest in the 

issues…You kind of were like, "These are 

my people." You may not agree on 

everything, but we all... I mean, there was 

never a sense that anyone didn't care 

about the landscape. I mean, that's a big 

unifier. People love the country. 

If we had 30 people at a meeting, 29, no 

27, were pulling in one direction, three 

were there for pet issues, or weren't 

truthful… Said they were going to 

collaborate, but had no intentions of 

collaborating.  

What was unreasonable about it was the 

person expecting everyone else to be as 

impassioned about that one component of 

forest planning as they were. That's not a 

lot of people's expertise.  

There's history of distrust built up, of 

broken promises, of this and that. And 

when you get national initiatives put 

down in local communities, it can seem 

very foreign. One participant, their thing 

was a pet issue. That was their Boogie 

Man. They did a good job of listening to 

recreation proposals, but when you talked 

about their pet issue, their eyes glazed 

over and they turned from a reasonable 

human being into an idealogue. 

Interpersonal 

trust 
My relationship is good with a great many 

of them. The collaborative has allowed 

you to understand a little bit about them 

personally, where they come from and 

really what is their main interests. Our 

relationship is respectful…  

I never ever felt like people were 

unwilling to at least hear my voice. I 

always felt welcomed. I always felt like I 

could share. I tried to also have my ears 

turned on and make sure everyone had the 

same opportunity I did to have their 

perspective heard. I thought it was an 

incredibly welcoming and open 

environment. 

Mostly pretty good. If I have to say, I'd 

give it a 75% out of a 100. There's been 

some great relationships built.  

There were some individuals that I'd 

normally probably would have thought, 

oh man, we're probably going to butt 

heads on this, but I found them to be very 

If you sit at the round table and talk about 

agreeing or working together on stuff, and 

in the back of your mind you are thinking, 

I'm going to blow this up at the end, then 

what are you doing there?...That was one 

of the real frustrating things with 

relationships is you did see some people 

blowing smoke. And at the end when it 

comes down to brass tacks, their true 

feelings about stuff came out. 

One participant recently told me, "We're 

not going to be able to do anything. 

There's no reason to stay in involved 

anymore. We're just sitting around and 

pushing paper. We can agree in a 

classroom or in the library at a meeting 

just to say we agree, but when it comes 

down and actually putting your name 

down on a document and sending it in for 

support, we can't do it. We're just sitting 

around singing kumbaya, acting like 

friends, and all of a sudden it blows up. 



professional. And I appreciated that.…I 

wanted to understand them. I really felt 

that if you really care about the resources, 

even you're on totally different ends, you 

can find some common ground.  

 

 

Process 

Legitimacy 
I think that the Forest Service has given 

credibility to this process. Some of the 

people in our group also participate on the 

Grassroots Advisory, and I think that the 

more we show them that we're here to 

listen and we're here to build trust, the 

more credibility it gives to us. That we're 

value added, and I think we've done a 

really good job of doing that. 

What gives the Collaborative credibility is 

having that diversity of stakeholders and 

just the amount of time we spend into our 

work, which has never been a problem, 

and the quality of the work.  

There were also many, many side 

conversations with knowledgeable people 

that were outside of the collaborative that 

didn't want to engage because they didn't 

want to jump into a mess. But they still 

respected what we were doing…They 

were pretty supportive of what we were 

doing. They would agree with us that 

some of the shots we were taking were 

not accurate and were not fair. 

The Forest Service has paid Salmon 

Valley Stewardship to manage the 

process. Then that refutes the comments 

that were made to us by senior 

management that the Collaborative was 

not the USFS’ collaborative. And so how 

do you pay somebody who had a mission 

statement? 

They have ignored the Grassroots 

Advisory. They had their group and that 

was going to be the Collaborative that 

they were also funding. And so they were 

locked in, dialed in and I think it would 

what you would call corrupt. It was pre 

decisional…Anybody that significantly 

altered that pre decision was marginalized 

if not canceled. 

 

Commitment We have a group of people who came into 

this as volunteers, because they were 

concerned, and the common interest was 

to do the right thing and to be willing to 

work through the process with the Forest 

Service. And I think just in having that 

common goal and that we all came to the 

table in good faith has been what's made it 

work, so far. 

The idea of being able to have a variety of 

people together that came in with a 

common interest of doing something this 

way was going to be kind of refreshing, 

different, productive, any of those things. 

I think I went into it with that idea and 

then it's changed some, but I mean, it's 

still there. 

It also comes back to if people are willing 

to have conversations and we're going to 

just be on polar like hard opposites 

without having some of those 

conversations to get over those hurdles, 

then it probably doesn't seem like worth 

people's time, right?...If there's some 

doors that are closed because of too many 

suspicions. I think getting over those, 

there's ways to but again, you've got to 

have people that are willing to show up to 

have those conversations. 

 

 

 



Capacity for Joint Action 

Leadership It was especially thanks to the facilitators 

that it was a comfortable environment to 

participate in. 

The facilitator, they're really key…I 

thought our facilitators did a great job of 

keeping us on task and pointing us in the 

right direction, things like that.  

I felt like the facilitator had a tall task in 

orchestrating all of this stuff. And I feel 

like they did a really good job of trying to 

keep all these moving separate pieces and 

different groups, moving towards the goal 

and holding people accountable, mostly. 

I thought the facilitator did a really good 

job trying to herd the cats, did a great job 

of that. I think they gave it their best 

effort and largely successful in getting a 

broad range of stakeholders. They did a 

lot of stuff really, really great. I think they 

treated everyone with respect. They 

engaged the Forest Service in a way that 

was constructive. They always gave us 

notice. We never felt like we were 

floating around, at least not because of 

anything they did…So for the most part, I 

think they did awesome. The one thing I 

wish they had done a little more was, 

been a little more assertive in pushing us 

to come out with something. They were a 

little bit like, "Well, we're the facilitator. 

You guys have to work that out 

yourself."… But that'd be my only really 

thing I think they could have done better, 

is that. Otherwise, I thought they did 

excellent. 

The facilitators tried to put the onus on 

the collaborative members, but I think 

that responsibility started to land on the 

facilitators because people barely had 

enough time as it was to get to these 

meetings and to participate. So again, it 

came back to that, well, the facilitators 

have that funding, they have that capacity. 

So they will take that on. 

I would say her communication skills 

were adequate for the job. But if you are 

the facilitator, you cannot be locked into a 

position and do an adequate job. Because 

the facilitator is supposed to bring out the 

discussion to allow the group. And if you 

can't do that, you need to step down and 

let somebody else facilitate. 

I would shoot for more of a 

moderator/facilitator type group that was 

from outside the area that specialized in 

moderating and facilitating. It would 

almost be better if they didn't specialize in 

natural resources, because then they 

would have no desire to push anything 

one way or the other. 

They did a great job, but, they're not 

trained facilitators. They're organizers. So 

when our group got in the weeds on stuff, 

they helped keep us together…but, a 

trained facilitator, somebody in from the 

outside, no ties to the community, no 

expectations, nothing the other side could 

build a soap opera out of. 

Our facilitators were more management 

consultants. They'll tell us what to do and 

then we should go do it. Or that if we 

have a meeting and say, well, you can't do 

that. That's not what the Forest Service 

wants, what they want is this…And so 

there was this tension like that, and I 

personally I didn't feel that, that's not 

what the facilitator is supposed to do. 

Facilitator is supposed to help the group, 

not tell the group what they have to do. 

There were very few people who were 

actually in touch with people in the Forest 

Service. So it was the facilitator who was 

the go-between... When four people got 

together [for a working group], the 

facilitator would be there to facilitate 

those four people talking together, which 

I found a little strange.  



Structure Our working groups are working, in my 

opinion, even though I've been frustrated 

at times, our working groups are working 

really well together. We've been able to 

reach consensus over things that I was 

afraid we would never reach consensus 

over or on. And I've seen a lot more 

success with our working groups than I've 

seen with the overall collaborative.  

The Collaborative was very organized. 

Out of all the groups that I've been a part 

of, they're the single most organized, 

structured, collaborative. So I'm actually 

taking what I've learned from those guys 

into other collaboratives.  

People wanted a formal structure and they 

wanted some commitment from people 

that, if you missed a certain amount of 

meetings, it was on you to catch up or else 

you would step out…And we had heard 

from the first round of meetings, we need 

to make it manageable. So that's where we 

started coming up with those segments. 

And..that would it make sense to have a 

one person or three people or whatever 

from each segment that actually gave the 

thumbs up or the thumbs down?  

I think it's a really good rule, and I kind of 

wish it was applied in more places, that if 

you don't like something, you got to come 

up with an alternative and say, "This is 

what I would do." And that really forces 

somebody who disagrees to not just say, 

"No, no, no," all the time, and explain 

why you don't like it. That's a big one. 

And actually holding people to that, I 

thought we did a pretty good job of… 

There was a lot of concern with the voting 

structure and how that was set up from the 

very beginning. I think that a number of 

people, that left a sour taste in their 

mouths directly from the start and felt that 

they weren't having a voice, were a true 

collaborative.  

Everybody should be talking and 

everybody should have a voice. But if 

only certain people are voting, then they 

felt that only those people truly had the 

vote. So, there was that. 

And so I indicated to them, as well as a 

bunch of other people, that I had an 

objection, as well as a few others had 

objection. And that we're not going to 

participate if you're in the position where 

everybody that has a vote, it was already 

opposed to you. 

I did not care for the very formal 

structure, the kind of the membership 

titles, the seeming exclusivity of it. It 

rubbed people the wrong way right off the 

bat, and they didn't recover from that.  

They did it in such a way that seemed to 

exclude people. And this was one of the 

reasons why that that other collaborative 

group was formed because they felt that 

they didn't have, and there was no way 

they could have a voice. 

And just that that term voting, non voting, 

that blew up ... We changed it. I can't 

remember what we changed it to but it 

was too late.  

 

 

Resources The Collaborative seems to have a lot of 

financial support and a paid mediator. It is 

very structured. There is no other 

collaborative group similar that I'm a part 

of. 

 

Knowledge I think we had a lot of the right people in 

the room, people who have spent a lot of 

time working on thinking on these issues, 

 



and a lot of different types of experience.  

I thought we had a lot of really, really 

smart and experienced people in the room. 

I do.  

We had the capacity to do our own thing. 

We could provide our own information, 

we could develop our own 

recommendations that related back into 

the issues the forest had already pointed 

out.  

 

 

Table A4.2. Evidence supporting and not supporting the main Outputs and Outcomes of 

the Collaborative. The quotes were selected from interview transcripts to be representative of 

the range of dominant perspectives reported by interviewees. As stated for Table A4.1, the 

number of quotes is not intended to provide a quantitative analysis of which perspectives were 

dominant. 

 

Description Quotes supporting Quotes not supporting 

Outputs  

Assessment and 

Needs for Change 

Comments 

The comments were incredibly helpful. 

Their comments were really, really 

substantial. We were the envy of the Forest 

Service, what was happening, the type of 

products we were getting. Other forests 

couldn't believe that we were so lucky. 

 

But they put in so much work on 

recommendations around the 

assessment. I don't know if the 

Forest Service ever utilized that 

for anything. It was such good 

information and just quality 

recommendations….I think they 

were using it a lot more than we 

realized and I was hearing that 

offline. But they were terrified to 

say it out loud or in writing…But 

they just could not tie anything 

to us at the end. It was like we 

were hearing in back alleys like, 

that was great and we're going to 

use it. 

Desired Future 

Conditions 
Coming out with a fairly broad set of 

recommendations, the description of the 

Desired Future Conditions to give back to 

the forest, I thought that was huge. From 

everything from forest health things, to 

lands, to grazing. I think that the fact that we 

 



put that together as a group is significant. 

I thought the recreation groups' Desired 

Future Conditions were really good… I 

think they were representative of the intent 

of the group. I thought they hit the sweet 

spot, where they were cognizant of all the 

issues, yet still took a position that was fairly 

thoughtful. I mean, it wasn't any earth 

shattering stuff. The grazing community did 

good stuff. Recreation did good stuff. It was 

all just overshadowed. 

Wild and Scenic 

River Suitability 

Proposal 

If we were just going stand-alone, we 

probably would have come to a bigger list of 

rivers. But I'd rather have a slightly smaller 

list that a whole big group or a collaborative 

group feels good about than a bigger list that 

just we feel good about, because I think 

more likely to get more conservation gains 

from the other way.  

The wild and scenic exercise was a good 

exercise. They went through the Forest 

Service's lists of wild and scenic eligible 

streams, which was huge…I believe that that 

product will probably be dug out of a file 

again at some point and used. So, even if it 

sits there for a couple of years or five or 10 

years, that's a product that's going to be 

useful in the future. So, that was a good one.  

One product in particular that I think 

continues to be a standout was just their 

Wild and Scenic River…That was a process 

that I thought was innovative. It was 

incredibly useful. I think, again, if things 

hadn't gotten so crazy, we would have just 

adopted that process. It would have saved a 

lot of time, and money, and heartache.  

I think it is very, very interesting because 

our Collaborative came up with a wild and 

scenic rivers proposal that would have 

pleased the most conservative of 

conservative voices. We were really leery of 

adding new wild and scenic designations 

and we largely didn't do it.. We did excellent 

work. 

 

Sawmill Canyon 

Recreation Project 
There's going to be a sawmill trails project The people that said no [to the 



on the mountain, in Sawmill Canyon. Is that 

solving the world's ills? No. But, we're 

going to protect some fish. We're going to 

add some opportunity for some other users. 

We're going to spread the users out, and 

we're going to take care of the fish by 

building stream crossings so that we can get 

rid of the silt problems. That came out of the 

collaboration. That's what you get out of 

collaboration.  

The project changed due to the collaborative 

group. Improving the non-motorized access 

on some of the trailer hunting and sportsman 

concerns or one gentleman brought up 

access for fire crews if they get dropped in 

on a helitack.…The fishery concerns. 

Bridging some of the creek crossings. Lower 

sedimentation in some of the critical habitat 

streams for various fisheries. Mitigation on 

some of the wildlife areas winter range 

where people are just willy-nilly going out 

there and cutting firewood where they 

shouldn't be. 

  

Sawmill Canyon Proposal] 

haven't been involved for over 18 

months. They came out of the 

shadows and throwing up “no” 

votes, and it was just like, "Well, 

where have you been for the last 

18 months? You weren't even in 

this process….It was just about 

the time where things were really 

starting to fall apart and people 

were getting burnt 

out…Everybody could see the 

train was heading off the tracks 

and just weren't sure if they 

should really continue to push it 

forward or anything. 

The CIPLC initiated the idea to 

try and come up with a project 

and we came up with Sawmill 

Canyon and even though they 

don't want to be part of it, it's 

moving forward. 

Outcomes  

Perceived 

Performance 
I thought a lot of our work was top-notch. I 

felt like it was thoughtful, and I thought it 

was balanced to the whole group's interest. 

I think the biggest impact was, probably 

creating our recommendations to the forest. I 

mean, I was there in the room that day, and 

it felt cool. It felt powerful. It felt like we 

had done something. I wish there would 

have been a little bit more clarity in how the 

output and products that the collaborative 

did create would be used.  

I think we did a good job on doing things for 

the Forest Plan. We maybe didn't do as good 

a job in dealing with the public relations-

aspect of it, as we could have.  

I think we felt like we did provide very 

detailed strong input to the Forest Service. 

Without them, until they restart the plan, it's 

hard to know how that input is actually 

incorporated, which would be one metric to 

We spent a million hours on this 

very detailed input, and it's like 

basically get no feedback back 

from the Forest Service of like, 

"Oh, this was really helpful. Oh, 

this wasn't helpful, we did this, 

we did that." It just kind of went 

into the void a bit. So I think that 

was a source of frustration for 

members of the collaborative. 



measure the success of the collaborative by. 

 

Participant 

Satisfaction 
My satisfaction was fairly good because 

what it made me do, is think outside of the 

box and bring other people in. It created a 

lot of networking and interaction on other 

projects with other groups because we know 

who does what now and get involved. So a 

couple of us out of this Collaborative have 

worked together on other projects.  

There were times when I was really satisfied 

with my personal growth in what I perceived 

as the growth of all of the members. I think 

moving towards each other, in both 

understanding and perspective and opinion. I 

do think that you had like a buckshot pattern 

when we started, and I think it grew closer 

together. That's what I was pleased with. 

 

I was not pleased with things that 

were occurring outside of the 

collaborative that undermined 

the collaborative. That was 

incredibly frustrating. 

In the end I wasn't satisfied at all. 

I felt like it was a tremendous 

amount of work and I don't really 

feel that anything came about of 

it. … I was dissatisfied with the 

Forest side of things. I believe 

that the way the Forest moved 

forward with the plan helped 

drive some of the division...  

My expectations have changed 

very dramatically over time. I 

think I had much higher hopes of 

having some of the hard 

conversations that would lead to 

maps or areas that would 

improve not only conservation, 

but what can we do to help the 

economy and what areas are 

important for recreation... It's 

been a reality check that three 

years in, we're talking about the 

big picture, pie in the sky desired 

future conditions. So I have to 

adjust my expectations in what I 

will be able to achieve because 

we're moving at a pace that feels 

glacial. 

I think that there was a really 

strong effort at the kickoff to try 

and make the collaborative the 

full voice of the people who were 

interested in forest plan 

revision…. Then I think the 

pressures from things outside of 

the collaborative really derailed 

the forest plan revision. It made 

the collaborative much less 

effective than it could have been, 

but just don't know that it would 



have turned out any other way if 

you would have changed any of 

the variables. 

Shared Learning - 

Cognitive 
It really provided a forum for people who 

are interested in the forests, and in public 

lands in general in our geographic areas, to 

become a little bit more knowledgeable and 

well-rounded in terms of all of the things 

that public lands are expected to do. So, if 

you had a river guide participating in our 

collaborative, that river guide might've come 

into the process not knowing anything about 

minerals, or anything about wildfire, or 

anything about bike trails…Everyone left 

with a much better and more well-rounded 

understanding of the broad pressures and the 

diverse users of our national forest. I think 

that's a good thing. I think that encourages 

understanding of each other, and hopefully 

that leads to less conflict and more progress 

on problem-solving. 

I definitely had a paradigm shift on that. I 

probably could have had lots more too, but 

that was a definite light bulb moment for me 

that I was very glad that I had. 

And sometimes it really opened my eyes. It's 

like, okay, I'm okay with that. I didn't realize 

it, but it's like, okay, that makes sense…I 

was impressed by other people's level of 

professionalism and the information. 

I also think it was a great learning 

opportunity for a lot of people to understand 

about the forest plan…And I understand 

how the forest planning process works, 

which is obviously a great help when they 

actually do it…So the education was a huge 

success. 

What an opportunity for the USFS to hear 

these discussions, to hear what's important to 

us. And to begin internalizing this as their 

own comments.  

I always thought of this whole process as 

kind of a continuing conversation about 

what we want the Upper Salmon to look 

like, that the forest planning process is kind 

One of the key issues is 

unpacking the complexity of 

forest planning. That conundrum, 

how to do that, is something we 

never solved. 

 

I think that there was a level of 

excitement, there was 

motivation, there was some 

commitment when we got started 

two and a half, almost three 

years ago. And yet in some 

ways, I don't know that we're 

very much further than where we 

were, in part, because I think of 

this disconnect between different 

social groups. 

 



of a surrogate for that…Even though the 

process has been bogged down, those 

conversations are still going. And the best 

thing the collaborative did was really spur 

those to happen. I firmly believe that. It 

wasn't necessarily any single piece of 

content that we put out. It was that these 

conversations crystallized around the 

formation of the collaborative and kept 

going, and revealed the sort of cracks in the 

community and revealed certain things about 

the Forest Service that highlighted some of 

the problems that are going on, on the public 

lands. And those need to be discussed…We 

can still continue the conversation about 

what we want the community to look like. 

That's the most important thing that we did, I 

think. 

I definitely learned more about fire and the 

timber industry that I didn't know before. 

But I didn't feel that anything changed my 

opinion or the viewpoint from where I was 

coming from. I learned a tremendous 

amount about Wild and Scenic Rivers and 

their designations and what that actually 

means.  

 

Shared Learning - 

Relational 
It's definitely some of the work relationships 

I've appreciated the most, some ones I've 

built through that collaborative, both 

through working together in the trenches on 

some of this, but also just going out on field 

trips together, getting beers together, things 

like that, just getting to know people you 

wouldn't always interact with in your normal 

circles. I would say it was a good experience 

and good opportunity to build those 

relationships.  

I am thrilled to have the opportunity to build 

these relationships…I'm having the 

opportunity to sit down with people who 

would have never sat down two years ago in 

the same room and listened to me and felt 

like we're on the same side. It's been a 

phenomenal opportunity and it's been 100% 

worth my investment to work with people 

I can't really say that I have a 

strong relationship with anyone 

in the group. But I feel like we 

all respected each other, and each 

other's opinions. So, that is a 

great place from which to build 

strong relationships, but no. I 

don't really have any of those. I 

don't feel like I have any of 

those, from being in the group. 

 



who might be known as anti-enviros or not 

having the same goals.  

That was kind of a nice thing from working 

the collaborative was realizing all these 

people had your back. There was still a 

couple people on the collaborative e-mail 

list that were basically in the Grassroots 

Advisory, and not really participating in the 

Collaborative, but just trying to drop bombs 

in there when certain things were presented 

or sent out. And it's nice to feel like other 

people, not just the conservation groups or 

whatever, that had your back.  

I think some of my personal satisfaction is, 

some of the connections that were made, 

even though the collaborative is not working 

right now, these folks are still working 

together. They're doing stuff and they are 

working on rural development pieces... 

There's still a lot being achieved, even 

though it's not around forest plan revision 

because that's been put on hold.  

I had on three occasions after those 

meetings, people from, who I had not met 

before, who were part of Grassroots 

Advisory, come up and say, "Hey, what 

you're saying is totally right. I didn't know 

what you guys were talking about, and it's 

interesting to hear what you say. I don't 

agree necessarily with this shutting down the 

process, and I don't necessarily agree with 

this idea that you guys are outside interests 

but I had never met you guys. And so we 

were concerned. And now that I talked with 

you, maybe we don't agree on everything, 

but we're largely on the same page." 

 

 


